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& BSTRACT

There are many multi-echelon iaventory models in use

within the Department of Defense. These models have been

used primarily to deterAine inventory levels at various

echelons of supply for complex, multi-indentured, hardware

systems. Their objective is, generally, to maximize some

measure of equipment readiness, subject to budgetary

constraints. These molels vary in their structure, assump-

tions, mathematical objectives, and optimization procedures.

This thesis examines the characteristics of these models
and offers an alternative simulation model, multi-Echelon

Technique for Evaluating Operational Readiness (.ETEOR),

which can be used as a common framework from which to

compare and evaluate the analytic models. In the examina-

tion of other simulation models used by the Navy, it is

believed that NETEOR is unique in its ability to accomplish
this purpose. METEOR may also be used to evaluate the
impact of changes in supply related policy on equipment

readiness.
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Commercial enterprise has traditionally regarded profit

as a primary motivating factor in decision making.
Decisions to sake or buy, sell or lease, invest or spend,

are usually qu ded by the notion of profit. By usinq

profit, or a suitable surrogate, as a measure of effective-

ness, decision alternatives are readily quantified. In

regard to matters relating to logistics support, and inven-

tories in particular, businesses hive generally sought to

minimize their costs. -ost minimization is a reasonable

surrogate measure of effe.tiveness i this instance, in that

reduced costs in an overhead account are tintasount to

increased profits -- the underlying 3bjective.
Historically, the Department of Defense has used the

same general models as industry to establish inventory

levels at their numerous inventory stock points. Clearly;
the objectives of the Department of Defense are not profit
oriented. This obvious fact has be2 duly recognized in the

recent past and policies have shifted accordingly. The

following excerpt from the 1178 Defense Authorization Act is
evidence to this fact.

The budget of the Department of Defense submitted to
"-ongress for Fiscal Tar 1979 and subsequent fiscal
years shall irclude data projecting, the effect ofth
appropriations requeste for material readiness require-
ments.

Logistic supfort of complex weapon systems is a large

part of the resoces to readiness problem addressed above.

This, tcqether with other high level directives and policy

guidance, has provided the impetus for the development of

inventory models that measure hardware performance and

mission readiness characteristics.
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Additionally, when seeking the most effective utiliza-

tion of resources, one must know where those resources

should be placed to have the greatest affect on the total

force readiness structure. Optimiz.ng at each hierarchical

level of an organization will rarely result in an optimal
strategy for the whole. In response to this need, inventory

models have been developed which enzompass the entire supply
system rather than individual levels, or echelons, which

make up the supply distribution network.
A general class of molals has evolved which feature both

equipment related perforsance objectives and multi-echelon

supply optimization. Unfortunately, the complex modeling

issues involved prohibit the use of exact mathematical

representations and closed form analytic solutions. It is,

therefore, extremely difficult to objectively evaluate the

reletive merits of these models. In this thesis, one

approach is offered. It is a simulation that features a

multi-indenture, equipment * oriented model, 3ulti-Echelon

Technique for evaluating Operational Readiness (METEOR),

that generates damand on an integrated, multi-echelon supply

system.

Chapter II provides a brief bazkround and some common
characteristics of multi-echelon todels. An objective

shared by many such models, operational availability, is

discussed in some detail. Chapter III outlines the primary

multi-echelon simulation zodels currently in use by the

Navy. It concludes that METEOR is unique in its ability to

assess multi-echelon inventory models and the supply

system's impact on weapon system performance in a shipboard

environment.
In Chapter IV, the equipment related aspects of METEOR

are presented. The hardware system, its operation and meas-

ured performance, is modeled through the use of TIGER, a

product of the Naval Sea Systems Comuand. TIGER's operating

I0I
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characteristics and options are reviewed and discussed.

Chapter V offers a detailed presentation of the 4ETEOR simu-

lation. The potential user of MEKOB is provided, in the

appendices, with the documentation necessary to understand

and exercise the sioulation.

Finally, in chapters VI and VII, the reader is provided

with model validation results, concluding reaarks, and

recommendations for futura research.
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A. I DR2"F BISTOR

Classical, analytic iavettory molels have been in use in

both the public and private sectors for many years. The

earliest and perhaps most wall known model is Wilson's

Econcomic Order Quantity (EOQ) formula. The field now

abounds with a multitude of variatiois on that 2odel, but at

the heart of each, two Considarations are generally

implicit: (1) the objective function minimizes the total

variable cost of inventory, and (21 qiven a hierarchical

supply network, an individual inventory stock point acts

(optimizes) independently of its source of supply, lateral
counterparts and customers in terms of system-wide inventory

levels.

Tle term "multi-echelon" first appeared in the litera-
ture in 1958 in a research memorandum by A. J. :lark of Rand

Corporation working under contract to the Air Force. The
model used dynamic programming techniques in pursuit of

optimality but made no Clain that optimal solutions would be
achieved. Most importantly, howev-r, there was a perceived

need to integrate the inventory stockage policies of

complex, hierarchical suOply systems. During the ensuing

decade, Rand Corporation continued research in the field of
multi-echelon systems, and, in 1965, Craig C. Sherbrooke
published "METRIC: A Multi-Echelon Technique for

Recoverable Item Control" Clef. 11. It was purported to be
the first multi-echelon, mult-.i-tem model proposed for
implementation. A notable feature of this model was a shift

in emphasis on the objective function from one of cost mini-
mization throuqh arbitrarily assigied backorder costs to

12



that of system performanze maxiuization. is Sherbrooke

stated [Rf. 11,

Instead of eotina stack levels on the basis of arti-
ficial ewtima es of holding cost rate and backorder
cost, this approach focuses aanaamant I*ttention on the
entire weapons slstem so that an appro riate coumblna ion
of system effect veness ind systa cast can be selected.

There have hewn several multi-e:helon models developed

since that time. In the Department of Defense, each service

has adopted different moels. although each service has

employed more than one such model, the following three

deserve mention:

1. Availability Centered Inventory Model (&CIN) - Navy

2. Multi-Echelon Techaique for Racoverable Ites Control;
Modified (Mod-METRIC) - Air Force

3. Selective Stockage for Availibility, sulti-Echelon

(SESAME) - Army
Some of the common chariateristics and features of these

models are discussed in th paragraphs that follow.

B. CDIRKCTIRISTICS

The models referred t3 above have been developed prima-

rily for use as tools to be usql in the determination of

inventory levels at various savplV echelons for complex

equipments and/or hardware systems. The number of echelons

represented can be as few is two, or in some cases, may be

theoretically unlimited. I typical supply echelon structure

is shown in Figure 2.1

The hardware systems are typically nodelel as a hier-

archical series of compone.ts and subsystems, commonly

referred to as indenture levels. again, the number of

inenture levels representable by any particular model

varies, but is generally limited to two or three. In most

13
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Figure 2. 1 Typical Supply zzhelon Structure.

cases, the components acs treatel as being connected in

series in a reliability sense and, therefore, a failure of a

component results in failure of the system.

Because of the extreme analytic complexity inherent in
multi-echelon modeling, c!osed-form solutions t3 the problem

are impractical for implementation. Therefore, most models

in use today rely on analytic, hi;hLy structured, solution

( techniques primarily through mathematical programing.

another characteristi: common to many multi-echelon
models is their assumption that reordering is done on a

one-for-one basis, and that an echelon may only be resup-

plied from a higher level (i.e., no lateral resupply). As

in any modeling effort, assumptions like these are made to

enhance the model's tractability. However, these two



particular assumptions are clearly violated in real worl

practice. In general, roorlering is done with economic

orler quantities of some sort, and =ritical equipment fail-

ures will invariably result in lateral resupply if necessary

and feasible. The effect of these assumptions has not been

made clear in the literature.
The relative merits and limitations of multi-echelon

models versus 'ccnventional' single echelon models is not at

issue in this paper. However, the following points deserve

consideration. One characteristic common to these models

that has limited their ase to isolated cases rather than

full scale adaptation, is their requirement for a detailed,

and accurate data base. Generally, the data required by

these models is not readily available and an entire manage-

ment information system (HIS) woull have to be structurel

and implemented to support a multi-echelon inventory model.

On the other hand, these models, as a class, possess an

extremely strong intuitive and analytic appeal. Not only do

they integrate the supply system so as to represent the

various interactions between echelons, but, they also focus

management attention on the impact of a supply system on

weapon systems instead of piece part support.

There has been a trend, in recent years, to emphasize

the relationship between readiness and resources. These

models endeavor to provide a framevork from which to analyze

that relationship. For this reason alone, they warrant

further development, study, and investigation.
i The next section disc1sses "he m.easures of effectiveness

used by the multi-echelon models.

15



C. TB ODJECTIVI FUNCTION

Historically, the most c=aaen measure of supply

performance has been requisition effectiveness* and an asso-

ciated measure of stockout risk. For a given item, it is

possible to calculate the probability that the item will be

available at any arbitrary time. rhus, it is possible to

determine inventory levels by minimizing the t tal variable

cost of having an item in inventory subject to a 3pecifiad

stockout risk, or, to slv-t, the luil problem of minimizing

stockout risk sutject to a cost constraint.

Multi-echelon models, on the other hand, generally

purport to measure system effectiveness vice requisition

effectiveness. The most :mon vehicle for this measurement

is operational availability (A). )perational availability

has been defined by the following equation:

HTBF
TBF + TTR + MLDT

where,

MTBP is mean time between failure

MTTR is mean time to repair the equipment
subsequent to railure

RLDT is mean logistics delay time

In words, operational availability is, in the long run, the

probability that an equipment will be available when needed.

It is here t.hat a controversy arises.

* uiitiot effa c oe no ma e a u ds.a the ob
ait at on reTule,9 at pres ntei

to a AtOCK point cti.ty.

15



This measure has been criticized for its total

dependence upon mean times, which may or may not be relevant

to the mission at hand. For example, assume that an equip-

ment is to be evaluated on the basis of it. operational

availability where an acceptable level is 0.90. Given tht:

the equipment has a demonstrated RrBP of 100 hours, ITTR of

1 hour, and HLDT of 9 hours, the calculated A is 0.92. The

equipment would be evaluated as having an acceptable ko .

However, consider that the equipment will be used in
mission scenarios which have 120 hour durations and that all

failures are catastrophic and result in mission abort. The

acceptability of this equipment is now open to question.
Second, one of the key assuiptions made in arriving

at the steady state formula given by equation 2.1, is that
unlimited spares are available to effect repairs to the

equipment. This seems somewhat incongruous in light of the
fact that the fcraula is used to letermine the 'number of

spares to be allocated to achieve a stated operational

availability.

Third, although elmation 2.1 is the "ac-epted" defi-
nition of operational ivailability, the definition may bg

applied differently depenling on the scenario at hand, when

applied to hardware systems and their component subsystems.

Kaplan presents two such :is.s [Ref. 2, p. 181. In both

cases 't is assumed that a component failure results in

system failure. Consider .ase A, wherein it is also assumed

that no other subsystem or component can fail when a system

is down. In this case, the formula for A. is as shown in

$ equation 2.1, and may be calculated with the following

equations:

17
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[1 1: MITRI + LDTI -1 (2.2)

where, i represents the i-th system conponent.

In Case B it is assumed that component failures are not

affected by the status of the system. The resultant opera-

iional availability for the system is then:

n HTB F
A 7T - MTB 4L (2.3)

where, i represents the i-th system conponent.

On applying both formulas to four test problems, Kaplan
found that there was no significant difference in ko calcu-

lated by the two methods. However, inspection of the two

formulas reveals the potential for si;nificant differences.

The preceeding paragraphs aze offered to demonstrate

that there is a need to seriously consider and evaluate the

manner in vhich the objec-tives are quantified in any given

model. As a matter of practicail concern, however, the oper-

ational availability measure bas been, and is being used,

with varying degrees of success in many applications. The

following paragraphs will lemonstrat- its application in the

three specific models aentionad previously: ACIM,

Rod-METRIC, and SESAMZ

Given the operational availability definition

provided in equation 2.1, it is readily apparent that when

holding RTBF and ITTR fixel, AO is maximized by minimizing

RLDT. Therefore, the most common form of the objective

- = ._ __ . -- "?.- ..._ i .. ,,, " il I _ , • 18.



fuaction for a supply model is to minimize some measure of

requisition delay time (e.g., tie-weighted backorders)

subject to a constraint on investment. There is only a very

subtle difference in this ge;ard betweem ACIM and

fod-ARTRIC, as evidenced by their objective functions which

appear in Appendix A. Nod-RETRIZ minimizes time-weighted

bazkorders, and ACis minimizes time-weighted backorders per

demand. Both models are constrained by investment. The

SESAME model is somewhat different. The objective is to

minimize total variable inventory costs (i.e., ordering an!

holding costs) with a =oastraint oa the expected number of

backcrders. The constraint is placed in the objective func-

tion and the associated Lagrangian zultiplier represents a

backorder penalty cost. From the expect ed number of back-

orders, SESIE calculates the ovrall "average logistics

downtime" and uses this calculation as the MLDT for input to
the AO formula. An axplicit formulation for- the SESAME
objective functicn appears in Appendix A.

3. Q~hnza gJlr.es

Although operational availlbility, or some form

thereof (e.g., time-weighted backoriers),. is the prevalent

measure of eff-ctiveness in multi-echelon, multi-item

modeling, other objectives have been proposed far use. The

Air Force has shifted its emphasis in some of their more

recent models, toward a measure which reflects the maximum

number of sorties which are capable of being flown at any

given time. Another measure which is used in a commercial

multi-echelon package, OPUS, [Ref. 3]v is terued "mission

effectiveness", and can be thought of as a measure of system

reliability. OPUS also employs other measures of effective-

ness such as AG, risk Of shortaqe, a2d waiting times, in its
various applications.

19



A. INTRODUCTION

The analytic models discussed in the previous chapter

generally serve to provide actual inventory levels for each

echelon of supply, and the resultant 'readiness' measures

associated with these levels. dulti-echelon simulations

have been develofed, in large part, to evaluate the sensi-

tivity and effects of changing virious parameters upon

readiness. Generally, simulations are developed to repre-

sent systems and events which are too complex to analyze
analytically. The analytic multi-echelon models in use
today are not exact treatments; they are heuristic and,

therefore, may not provide globally optimal solutions to the
problems they endeavor to solve. When additional

constraints and embellishments are added, even a heuaistic
treatment often becomes iatract'bla.

By thei nature, simulations only provide estimates to
the performance measures of interest. Repeated sampling

improves upon this estimate, but even with a very detailed

model that is run many times, there is no guarantee that the

estimate will be an accurate representation of the real

world. The objective, cither, is to have the facility to

compare many systems and/or policies under controlled condi-

tions. These conditions should represent the salient

characteristics of the environment in which those systems

and policies will be operating.

In the next section of this chapter, four multi-echelon
simulations which have bee% developel for, and used by the

Navy are examined. In the final section, the need for
another such model is .stablished, and a new model, 2TROR:

20



sulti-Echelon Technique for Evaluating Operational

Readiness, is introduced.

3. CURENT MODELS

1. ur unl

Multi-echelon simlations have been leaeloped as

tools to aid in the evaluation of alternative supply poli-

cies which affect the material readiness of hardware

systems. At issue may be the 13terminatioi of various

inventory and recrder levels, transportation methodologies,

budgets or any cther number Df supply relatel parameters.

In this context, the systems being supported may range from
relatively simple equipments to entire fleets of ships or

aircraft. In a quest to Imantify its readiness posture, the

U.S. Navy has sponsored and/or developed a number of readi-

ness assessment type simulations. In general, these may be

partitioned into two groups: equipment and supply. The two
groups are distinguishel by their seasures of effectiveness

which are characteristi:ally equipment-oriented in one case

and supply-oriented in the other. kil models 1..scussed are

Monte Carlo, discrete event simulations.

2. Sh AIR. S-12211 U 2 .2.I B 14d (5_)

This simulation was develope! in the early 1970's in

response to a Chief of Naval 3perations (CNO) call for an

automated model which would relate dollar outlays to fleet

capabili t -ies. Surface forces of the Sixth ?leet form the
basis and operating scenario for the model. Four echelons

of supply are represented and modelel in great detail. Each
discrete echelon model embodies the actual forecasting and
replenishment routines that were in :urrent use by the Navy.

Each echelon, however, is treatel independently of the

others. They are linked together only in the final analysis

21
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pT

by means of a synthesizer vhich computes system performance

statistics as a function of the output of each achelcn. The
output offers various measures of supply effectiveness. S4

did not model an equipment repair process or pipeline.

Because of the detail modeled at each echelon, the data base
required was extensive and, consequently, the model has been

considered cumbersome and limiting.

The 5A simulation vas a follow-on to the S4 study.

It was also sponsored by the CNO to evaluate resources and
their impact on readiness. This effort shifted the scenario

from a shipboard environ2ent to the Naval aviation supply

colmunity. The 5A study modeled three echelons to reflect

typical Seventh Fleet aviation resupply, transportation, and

communication channels. As with the S4 study the echelons

are treated independently being linked together by means of
a synthesizer. Output is supply 3riented and data base

requirements are extensive. The individual echelon models

may be used independently for analysis of problems at any

particular echelcn desirel. A major differen:e between 51
and S4, 4s 51's explicit treatment of repairable material

and the repair pipeline.

4. ~IITIM

Unlike the supply oriented S4 and 5A simulators, the

Simulation Package for Evaluation of Carrier Techniques,

Readiness, Utilization and Haintenane (SPECTRUM), is %quip-

sent and system orienta. It models an equipsent's

configuration in terms of its components and provides output
in the form of equipment availability and reliability. It
was developed urder sponsorship of the Naval Air Systems

Command, Readiness Improvement Office.

22



SPECTRUM is a highly complex, modularized, discrete

event simulation desiqel to project readiness values for

Naval airborne weapons systems as a function of their total

logistics support system and operational employment. The

modules are classified in two groups, PRISM and RETINA. The

PRISM qroup simulates organizational and ingermediate level

maintenance and local aviation supply. RETINA simulates

depot level maintenance an6 its associated supply and

distribution network. rhe PRISM group consists of the

following modules which can be run either independently or

collectively:

IMAGE - encompasses the material, physical, personnel

and procedural processes involved with aviation inter-

medaate level maintenance

PEER - simulates reAsvai of aircraft engines and the

handlinq of the failed engine and its replacement.

OPTICS - simulates the effect 3f organizational level

maintenance and supply. Includes aircraft handling,

squadron manpower, sapply responses, eluipaent reli-

ability and operational requiresents.

LASER - models and inalyzes sipply performance as a

function of initial stock levels, demand and supply

policies.

The level of detail In SPECTRUM permits studies of a

very specific nature. Changes to .iersonnel, test equip-

ments, supply, reliability, maintainability, operating

characteristics and budget constraints can be evaluated and

their impact on readiness predicted.

SPECTRUM is generally considered to be a maintenance
model. Technically, however, it may be considered also a

multi-echelon suply modal due to the fact that it models
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the end use echelon which is supported by a conglomerated

'higher' echelon. However, specific requisition chanrels

are not employed and its usefulness is a multi-echelon model

is therefore limited.

5. AINU&ZLIK 2Z k 12i"110Q UMAXU =14

This simulation was davelpad in a research effort

by the George Washingt3n University Logistics Research

Project under sponsorship of the navy Special Projects

Office. The simulation Is more specific in nature than

those preceding in that it deals exclusively with the

Polaris weapon system. Although tha simulation uses actual

outfitting allowances as an input to the model, it does no

configuration modeling aal should theefore be considered

supply oriented.
Unlike 5A and S4, however, t.is model recognizes the

inherent dependence among supply ezhelons and models the

supply system accordingly. The four echelons modeled

include up to nine end use activites (submarines), a subma-
rine tender, in ashore depot, and the ultimate sources of

supply -- the manufacturer and repair facility. It offers

three alternative modes 3f operatia. In the first, the

submarine echelon may be studied independently of the
others. Second, to estimate readiness degradation as a

function of time, submarl.aes may be supported by the higher

echelons for a specified time, after which all resupply from
upper echelons is terminated. Third, it is possible to vary

depot stocks during the simulation in an effort to simulate
policies associated with the budgetii2 process.
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C. PROPOSED OD EL: WMEOR

Initially, there was but one intended purpose for

the development of a now sulti-e:helon simulation; to

provide a common framework from which to analyze and compare

the various analytic models discussel in Chapter II. It was
shown that those models vary in their assumptions, their

structure, and their objectives, a3l that simulation is an

acceptable vehicle for performing side-by-sid_ comparisons

of these models. Furthermore, 1t was demoastrated in

Chapter II.C.1. that the prime obje=tive of those models is

equipment oriented. That is, they attempt to reflect the

interrelationships of the components which comprise th?

system. Supply performance is then measured by its ability

to keep the system operational. The author is unaware of

any current simulation that cozbines both hierarchical

*equipment confiquration data and multiple supply echelons

with enouqh detail to iccurately as3ess equipment readiness

in a aulti-echelcn supply environment.
Another basic purpose for the use and development of

this simulation came to light i the course of this

research. The Navy does not currently have a model that

Swill evaluate the impact of changes in supply related param-

eters on shipboard weapon system 'readiness'. rhe SPECTRUM

molel has a wide range of variable input parameters,
including supply, and has been us.d successfully in the
assessment of hardware system readiness. However, its lack

of multi-echelon supply realism has been noted and, further-

more, the simulation is very much limited to airborne weapon
system applications. In its current state, METEOR is

capable of assessing weapon system readiness as a function
of the system configuration, the equLpment reliability, the

repair process, the mission, and the logistics support
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system. With the enhancements outlined in Chapter VII, this

capability could be greatly expanded.

2. T n t r

Similar to the simulation zodels discussed above,

METEOR is a Monte Carlo, discrete avent simulation. The

simulation code is written in the PORTRAN IV programming

languaqe. It has two primary units: the equipment config-

uration and hardware system evaluation unit, and the

multi-echelon supply ani supply effectiveness unit.

The first unit, euipment -onfiguration, is named

TIGER. It is the product of previous work done by the Naval

Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) Readiness Branch in 1979
[Ref. 4].

TIGER is a generic name for a family of computerj programs which can be used to evaluate, by simulation, a

complex system in order ti estimat - varicus readiness meas-

ures. TIGER is being used on a stand alone Lasis. by NAVSE&

to evaluate Reliability, 1intainability, Availability (Ru)
performance characteristi-'s of new ship classes 1. 51-
TI3ER will allow virtually an unlimited range of ,A.Ilpment

configurations tc be modeled, from very broad system repre-

sentations to the minute letails o! piece parts. A more

detailed analysis of the tIGER model is providd in Chapter

IV.

The secord unit, multi-echelon supply (MULTE), was

developed to satisfy the objectives outlined in Section 1,

above. Basically, it models up to five echelons of supply,

which can be varied to suit the user's scenario. It is

capable of modeling up to 30 end-use activities (i.e.,

ships). From one to 15 ships may b-e positional on the east

or west coast. Requisition channels are determined by the

ship's coast and its operatinq sode, of which there arq

three: (1) operations within the continental United States

26
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(CONUS), (2) operations -outside CONUS without Mobile

Logistic Support Force (MLSF) support, and (3) operations

outside COIUS vith HLSF support. & generic repair facility

and the associated repair pipeline is modeled for each

coast.

The two units are combined to form METEOR. TIGER

generates equipment component failures (demands) and accumu-

lates equipment readiesss statistics based on the

equipment's operational status. 3iven a demand, MULTE will

process the requirement through the supply echelons, order

replacements for stock when necessary, and return a supply

response time (SRT) to MI~ER. The component is restored to
operational status when the replacement is received and

installed. A detailed analysis of METEOR, in particular the

multi-echelon unit, is contained in Zhapter V.

3. Avan

METEOR is unique. There are similarities between

METEOR and SPECTRUM, however, they are designed around two

very differ.nt supply an! maintenance networks. The Navy

has no other simulations which integrate a hierarchical
system configuration with a multi--chelon supply system.

METEOR has a significant capability for modelina

flexibility, as will be seen in the following two chaptrs.

The potential user has an extremely wide range of modeling
options which may be employed to build a detailed scenario.

Inleed, the number of user options are so great that this

'advantage' may actually be a hindrance to the uninitiated
user when first attempting to exercise the simulation.

The primary advantage of METEOR, however, lies in

the fact that it provides a tool that heretofore did not
exist. It will allow the interesta! analyst to make direct

comparisons and to evaluate the relative performance of

analytic multi-echelon invantory molels.
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A. INTRODUCTIOI

This chapter proviles an overview of the NAVSEA TIGER

simulation and the modificarions resulting from integrating

the multi-echelon supply simulation. Excellent documenta-

tion for TIGER in its stand-alone form may be found in the

TIER Manual [Ref. 6]. TIGER was amended for use on the

Naval Postgraduate School computer in 1980 by Leather
[Re 71. It. was furthe.r ncdified, for application on the

IBM System 3033, by OR. illy (Ref. 8]. O'Reilly's work

necessitated sose minor adjustments to TIGER output to

facilitate his particular applicati3a. These adjustments

have been removed to keep TIGER in basically its original

form. For rgndom number generatioa, TIGER calls on the

LLRANDOSII randos number generator 'Ref. 9]. The complete

set of computer Irograms which comprise TIGER, and a compre-
hensive variable listing, are contained in Appendices B and

D to Reference 7 respectively. Porticns of the TIGER

program which have been changed to implement METEOR are

included in Appendix E 3f this thesis.

B. OPERATION

1. 2Urn

In TIGER, a striag of ranlom numbers is used to

generate simulated equipment times to failure (TTF) ani

times to repair (TR). Based on the system configuration of

coaponent equipments, the system 'up' and 'down' times are

deteruined, and various readiness zeasures are calculated.
The simulated mission is repeated a number of times. The
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readiness measures are aqgregated for each mission, and an

average is calculated to provide a statistical estimate of

the actual system performance characteristics.

Failure and repair times are drawn from exponential
distributions with parameters beiag mean tire between

failure (NTBF) and mean time to repair (fiTTR) for the given

equipment. At the beginniag of each mission, all equipments

are assigned TTF's based on their BreP's and a random draw.

The TTF's are placed chronilogically in an event queue. The
first time to failure is accessed and the simulation clock

is advanced to the corresponding event time. A TTR is
generated for this equipment again, based on its assigned

RTrR and a randcm draw. The TTR is added to the current
time (and flagged to identify it as a repair time), and this

new event time is placed chronologically in the event queue.

This process continues until the next event time exceeds the.

end of mission time, at which point the current mission is
terminated and a new one is startel.

The number of missions to be run is leterained by
the user in one of two ways. In the first case, he may

specify a fixed number of missions to be run (from 50-1000

in increments of 50). I the second case, the user spsci-

fies a target and lower confidence limit for the system

reliability perfcrmance measure. 3issions are run in incre-
ments of 50, and system reliability is computed after each

increment. If the target is achieved prior to a specified

number of missions, the system meets reliabiltiy require-

ments, and execution is terminated. If the system does not
attain the lower confidence limit prior to the specified

maximum number of missions, the system fails its reliability

requirement, and execution is terminated.

29
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The hardware system under scrutiny is divided into

subsystems, and the subsystems further divided into any

level necessary to depict the system in accord with the

user's requirements. The lowest level identified is termed

an "equipmert ty;e" and mast be assigned a ETBP, HTTR, and
the percent of time it will be usel in the system. The most

convenient method for depicting the system is to construct a

reliability block diagram such as that shown in figure 4.1

* Each block in this diagram can be ilertified as being in

either an uv or down state at any given time. By tracing
through the various compoaent states, it is possible to

detezmire the overall system status as being either 'up' or

'down'.

Each mission is made up of a sequence of operational

phases of user specifiel laration that describe the mission

scenario. In each phase, the equipment may be configured

differently and operated under various conditions. TIGER
will recoqnize up to six lifferent phase typos in a mission.

Up to 91 phase types may be strung together in any order

desired to represent the mission to be completed. For

example, if the user desires to rapresent a mission that

consists of transit, alert, and engalement phases, it would

be possible for TIGER to vary the weapon system's operating

mode during each phase type. This feature provides TIGER

the capability for modeling complex mission scenarios.

30
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C. PZRZIBAICE eASURES

Over the course of each miss!on, TIGER accumulates

various statistics which ire used to compute four perform-

ance estimators. They are:
1.o R*lia bility

Estimated reliability is the probability that a

system will perfcrm satisfactorily for an entire mission.

ir. of Mission Failures (Aborts)REL (Estimate) * 1-------------------(1.1 )
Total Yr. of Simulated missions

2. Instantaneous Availability

Estimated instantimeous availability is one of two

availability meas-ures used in TIGER. Instantaneous avail-

ability is the Frobability that a system will be in an up

state at a specific point in time. It is calculated at the

beginning and end of each phase.*

Number of Missions Up at Time (t)&VA INST =---------------------------------(d.2)
(Estimate) Total Number of Missions Simulated

3. Average Availability

Estimated average availability is the probability

the system will ke in an ap state at a random point in time.

This measure corresponis to tha operational availability

measure discussed in paragraph II.C.1.

¥-tal Systel Uptime
AlA AV ERAGE = ----------------- (4.3)
(Estimate) Total Mission rime for all Simulations

4. Readiness

Estimated readiness is lefined in TIGER as.the prob-

ability that the system will be In satisfactory operating

condition at a random point in time. Satifactory operating

Although one ase begins vhera a *eousends1 the
instantaneous a ~l4ality vaue mar bgr iffarent A the
system states areM differen in the t phase types.
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condition is considered to be whs there is neither a

mission abort ncr a system down. When a mission abort

occurs, the system will not -ecover to an up state for the

remainder of the mission.

Downtime Prior to .ission Abort
Time after ission Abort

RED (Estimate) - --------------------------------- (-- (4. )
Total Mission Time for all Simulations

Fiqure 4.2 provides sample calculations for reliabilty,

availability, and readiness performance measures.

System End ofMission St to His1 ion

Down 3 2F1
100 Hrs.

UP
2 Down ,2 2

20 __ ----Mission --------------
2 Aborted

Mi.sion Nisslon Simulation
I 1 4 2 I Total

Calendar time 13 1-0- 103 - 200! 3 I
Downtime (AL 7  13 21
Uptime .(AV&) 86 179Availabili ty .93 .86 1 .895

Dovnti.me,(RED) 7 t 83 87
Up i,e (.D) 1 23 113
*Readiess .3 .23 .565

Nr. Missions "1 "2
Nr. Succpssful

Hissions 1 0 1
Reliability 1.3 0.3 0.5

Figure 4.2 Performance measures: Sample Calculations.
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D. OPTIONS AID SPECIAL FU&TURES

TIGER has a number of user options that allow for added

realism in scenario development. Some of these features

hav, boen exercised in the course of this research, while

others have been held constant or suppressed. Following,

are brief descriptions of the available featarss. The TIGER

manual should be consultel for additional de'.ails.

f 1) Logistic System. In its stand alone mode, TIGER allows

for spares to be drawn from three levels of supply.

Inventory levels ani llay times for shipment from one

echelon to another are input parameters. Unlimited
spares is also an option. This is not to be construed as

a multi-echelcn supply system, as there is no interaction

between echelcns and no reorder capability.

2) TIGER/MANNING. A saparate" program is available to

measure the effects of manning levels and maintenance

personnel on qquipment performanc-c. This ootion was not

used and is not incladed in the current simulation

package.

3) Variable Duty Cycle ani Variable ITTR. The variable duty

cycle option allows the user to issign different NTBF's
in different mission phases for the same equipment.
Variable MTTR is essentially the same option for repair

times.

4) MTBF and ETTR dultipliers. These options change HTBF or

HTTD across the entire mission timeline and are useful in
sensitivity analysis and in determining lower and upper
bounds on simulation estimators.
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5) Equipment Operatinq Rules. The user has the option, when

establishing the equipment configuration for each phase,

to place equipments ia either a operating or standby

condition. Equipments can only fail when they are oper-

ating. These rules also offer the facility to more

realistically model the system, subsystems, and equip-

ments as they would function when connected in series or

parallel fashion.

6) Allowable Downtime. This option allows the system and/or

subsystems to be functionally operative for a period of

time even though the group has changed to a down state.

During this time, if r.=pairs are iade, system performance

measures will not be degraded. There are two values

assigned to allowable downtime. The first applies to

phase type only and controls transitions from up to down

state during that phase's duration. The second is

mission allo able downtime ani is assigned only once

during the dission. If cumulative mission downtime

exceeds this value, the mission is aborted.

E. MODIFICATIONS TO TIGER

Every effort was made to minimize the number of changes

to TIGER in adding the multi-echelon supply simulation.

Those changes that were necessary are identified in Appendix

7, the TIGER program listing. The user does have the option

to exercise TIGER in its stand alone form. If this option

is desired, all changes will be ignored.
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A. DESCRIPTION AND HODELING CONSIDERATIONS

The follovinq sections outline the operating character-

istics of the multi-echelb simulation subroutines that have

been developed to compLement TIGER. A description of

various user op-tions whici may be employed in the simulation

is also included.

1. T no i 1CQV

For simplicity, the system to be evaluated by TIGER

is hereafter kncwn as the "weapon system". The lowest

indenture level cf the weapon systas, as configured by the

user, will be called "equipments". If two or more equip-

sents have exactly the same salient characteristics, they

will be said to he of the same "equipment type". A series

of equipments which constitute a sub3ystem or repair part in

its own right, will be tacied a "groap".

2. gGr. gjal

All equipment typss in TIGER are assignel a mean

time between failur - (lMTB3), and it is assumed that all

equipments fail independently and at an exponential rate.

Based on the machanic- 5f discrete event simulation, a

failure time is initially assigned to each eguipsent and

placed in an event queue. The first failure time is exam-

ined, a time to repair that equipment is generated, and that

time is placed tack in the queue. When that repair time

becomes the current event, a new time to failure for the

equipment is generated, and so forth.
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i The multi-echelon supply simulation is invoked whpn

the time to repair a failed equipment is to be geeverated.

The supply system must now react to provide a replacement

for the failed unit.* On-hand stocks for that equipment are

checked at applicable support activities in the supply

network and a replacement is issued to the end user by the

first activity having the part. Depending on from where the

part was issued, a supply response time (SRT) will be gener-

ated and sent to TIGER. TIGER generates a random time to

repair and adds to it the SRT. Statistics are then gener-

ated by TIGER, as before, to determine the availability an-1

reliability of the weapoa system based on the failure and

repair if its components.

3. SceLjo

The multi-echelon simulation subroutines have been

develcped to provide the user significant latitude in estab-

lishing the de-sired operating e'nvironament. Up to 30 ships

may have the weapon system installel on board. The weapon

system configuration need not be the same on any two ships

and outfitting may also va-y f.rou ship to ship (input

requirements are simplified, howpver, when this is not -th!

case). Up to 15 of the 30 ships may be assigned to the east

coast and up to 15 assigned to the wqst coast. Ths user

determines under what condtions the ships are operating

and, as a result, specifes the rejuisition channels to be

employed. Three operating environments are recognized:

CONUS operations, overseas operations with MLSF support, and
overseas operations without LSF support. Figure 5.1 summa-

rizes the requisition channels used for each of these

*tNote the assumption that an equipment failure s
that a replacement art is ne cessay eo re a r the a led
equi aent Ti valaaity of this assump tion derends upon the
level of atall emp oye by the user in model ag the weapon
system confiquretion.
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conditions.

Although TIGER allows up t3 six different phase

types and 91 different phases to be employed over the course

of a specified mission, it should be noted that requisition

channels will be fixed over the entire mission timeline.

When a weapon system equipment fails, the end use

activity (ship) checks to determine if spare.s are carried

and are on-hand for that particular -quipment type. If so,

the part is issued from ship's stozk and a user specified
issue delay constant is returned lo TIGER as the SRT. The

end user then checks his inventory position to determine if

the reorder point for that equipmnt type has been reached

and orders for stock as appropriate. If the part was not
available from ship stozk, -:he requisit icn is passed to the

next supply echelon in accordance with the requisition chan-
nels ineffect. All other activities in the sapply network

operate in essentially the same manner. If no echelon is

capable of providing the r quired .aplacement, an order is

placed with the manufacturer for pro:urement. Refer to th =.

system flowchart, Appendix D, for a more detailed process

analy sis.

It should be notel that the reorder process for the
supply depot and two supply centers is controlled solely by

the inventory control point (ICP). ihen the ICP's inventory

position reaches the reorder point, in order is generated to

either the manufacturer or repair facility as appropriate.

The acquired assets are divided between the three activities
(based on their current d.ficienciasi and shipped based on a

randomized procurement or repair leal time. The lead times
are generated from a gamma distribution with a user speci-

fled mean and shape parameter. As in TIGER, the times so

generated are placed in an event queue. Thus, each time an
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activity is called upon to check its or-hand balance, it

must first look at the &vent queae to ascertain if any

material that had been requisitioned for stock, is due in at

the current time.

In TIGER, equipment may be lesignated as being not-

repairable during a given time frame. If so, even thouqh an

equipment fails, no repair time is established. Similarly,

a user may specify a probability that repairs will not be
accomplished during a given phase. these options are elimi-

nated if the multi-echelon supply simulation is in effect,

since it is unrealistic to assume that a spare would not be

reguisi-.ioned simply because repairs were impeded.

The multi-echelon simulation does, however, allow
the user to designate equipment as ':epairable'. These are

items that are required to be turned in to a repair facility

and are not authorized for shipboard rtpairs. When a

failure of this type occurs, the end-use activity must turn

in the carcass (failed unit) to a generic east or west coast

repair activity. The user may specify a positive prob-

ability that carcass attrition will take place. if the

failed unit arrives at the repair facility and is determined

to be economically repairable (both are determinants of the

attritior rate), it is held there until either the number of

carcasses on-hand equals or exceeds the economic repair

quantity for that equipment type, or the IZP directs a
repair iction to satisfy an immediata. requirement.

The ICP inventory position for ropairable material

is decremented only when attrition occurs. Repairibles are

procured from the manufacturer when the number of failed

units and ready-for-issue material in the system is less

than the system reorder point or, to satisfy an end-use

requirement when no carcasses are available for repair.
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The multi-echelon simulation does not currently

allow for prioritizea shipments ')f critical materials.

There are, however, three routines which are used to improve
supply response times. They are, in order of precedence:

a) Redistributicn between ICP stock points.

When a request for material is received at one of the

three ICP stock point activiti93 (i.e., depot and two

supply centers) from a lower echelon, and the material

is unavailable at that stock poit, the ICP will redis-

tribute assets laterally or downward through the

echelons. For example, a r.qaisition received by the
east coast supply canter which z.aaot be filled, will be

passed -o and filled by the west coast supply center if
stock is available there. However, the ICP will not

red-stribute assets from the overseas depot to fill an

east coast requirement since that woull constitute

upward redistribution.

b) Substitution due-in-fD-stock item for end-use require-

men.

Whenever an item is issued from a higher echelon 'to an

end use activity to satisfy a repair requirement, an SRT
is established. However, before passing the SRT back to

TIGER, the end use activity's due-in-for-stock event

queue will be checked to ascertain if an item for stock

is due in prior to tha SRT. If so, that item will be

used to satisfy the repair requirement and the other

will be diverted to stock.

c) Substitution of due-in-for-stock items at ICP stock

point activities for lower echelon requirements.
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When the stock point activities cannot produce mameria.

required by a lower echelon, the item(3) will b%

obtained frcm the manufacturer or repair facility a3
appropriate. If, however, an 1CP controlled activity,

on the requisitioner's coast, has a stock item due it
and can ship it there faster than the establishel
procurement cr repair lead time, the stock item will be
diverted to the lowr achelon wile the 1. ver echelon's

material will be sent to the supplying ac'ivity fo:
stock.

B. INPUT REQUIR!ENETS

1. Genera

Input requirements and formats for the TIGER simu-

lator are well-documented in References 6 and 7. Th.ise

references should be real carefullr by the user prior t)

exercising the simulator. Significant changes to ,he TIGER

equipment confiquratian data are discussed below.

Noteworthy input require-mnts of the supply simulator ae
alsc addressed, while detailed requirements and formats f,:z

the entire input deck are zontained i Appendix B.

2. jjq, 2garto 1.

The TIGER simulation, by itself, models and evala-

ates a single weapon system. The user may configure that
weapon system tc virtually any desired level of detail in

accordance with the provisions of reference 6. Basically,

'It requires the formation of equipments into "groups" that

are connected in either series or parallel. The groups are
connected into "subsystems" and finally, the subsystems are

connected in series to form the "system".
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In order to integrate the Supply system and TIGER

simulations, it was necessary to exploit this zonfiguration

arrangonent. The TIGER subsystems become individual ship-

bcard weapon systems in the METEOR simulation, sad the TIGER

"system" may be then zonceptualized as I fleqt-wide

composite of such weapon systems. The specific subsystem/

L.hip numbering conventions to be used in METEOR are

contained in the input formats, Appendix B. Figure 5.2
depicts a typical configuration scheme which his been used

In the TIGER simulation with the multi-echelon Supply System

Option in effect. Note the subtle differences between
Fi~ure 4.1 and Figure 5.2.

3. L1sb&D JlgAt~

The potential uses af METEOR were discussed in

Chaper III.C.1. The degree of detail required in the input
fl-1e will be dependent on the objectives of the user.

For a real-world scenario, the multi-echelon simu-

lator requires a relatively large sad extensiva input file.

Ideally, METEOB would :a!lculate provisioning levels (or

stocking objectives) for each activi.ty using various mkult-

echielon provisioring models as subroutines. Similarly, it

vc'uld be a convenient sad ussful featuro to have optional

reorder level computations imbedded in the simulator. The

level of complexity and computer storage and run time

considerations hcwever, render these options impractical at
this time. It is incuimbent on the user, therefore, to

obtain data from existing provisionIng and replenishment

models prior to exercising METEOR for these purposes.

In those cases where the user desires to assess

basic supply policy alternatives or perform sensitivity

analysis in regard to parameters imbedded in METEOR, it
would be feasible to contriv, a realistic control data set

that would measure the relitive merits of these alternatives
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and parameters. Data input in these cases is greatly

simplified. For each equipment type, the user has the

option to establish the same stocking objective and reorder

point on all ships. This option serves to further simplify

the input task. An example of a data input file of this type

is shown in Figure B.1.

C. SIMULATION OUTPUT: STATISTICS AND SUMMARIES

1. genra

The TIGER simulation offers several output options

when used on a stand alone basis. The four measures of

effectiveness, discussed Ln Chapter IV, are calculated and

printed after each 50 mission increment. In addition, when

the system exceeds its allowable downtime criteria, TIGER

will print a mission abort message which summarizes the
status of all down equipments at the time of the abort. For
detailed analyses, the user has the option to review all

changes to equipsent, subsystem, ind system status. The

user will select the desired TIGER )utput from the options

provided on the printout option input card (see Appendix B).

Wheh TIGER is used in conjunction with the multi-

echelon supply simulation, output format and content are

altered significantly. In exploiting the equipment configu-

ration scheme employed by TIGER, the individual ships

simulated in RETEOR are necessarily ccnnectsi in series.

Therefore, if ore ship's hardware 3ystem is 'down', TIGER

considers the entire fleet of ships to be 'down'.
Unfortunately, this inaccuracy is reflected in all measures

of effectiveness calculated by rI3ER. Except for very

unlikely mission scenarios, wherein all ships would be

required to be fully operational for a given sission, the

measures of effectiveness calculated by TIGER have little

practical meaning. It .s therefore recommended that only
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TI3ER input parameters be printed, when exercising the

METEOR simulation.
Various exaLpies of the oatput formats available

from METEOR may te found in Appendix 3.

In METEOR, two of the TIGER equipment-related meas-

ures of effectiveness have been reconstructed to provide

meaninqful measures of equipment performance. The measures,

average (operational) availability and reliability, are

calculated for each ship in the simulation and then averaged

across all ships to provide an aggregate measure for the

weapon system ander study. The two measures are calculate!

for the individual ships just as TIGER did for the entire

system (Equations 4.1 and 4.3 refer).
To compare analyti: multi-ezhelon inventory models,

the averaqe availability should be used as the standard

since this is the measure they generally purport to cpti-

mize. As shown in the follovlng chapter, availability is a

function of time. To obtain steady state results the user

must therefore ensure that the spec-ified mission time is

made suitably long.
Conversely, mission reliability is a measure which

would be useful when assessing the likihood of successfully

surviving a mission of spezified duration. Clearly, reli-

ability is extremely sensitive to mission length in relation

to the system's mean time to failure.*

*Th use ma choose to a if he rel.ability measure
by settnq a s systm ailoffble downlee paesj nt mo
some value grga of.than zor a so doings IQ sff s
systel will. no fail. untilrit has exceeded theallowale
downt mev.u Hence. thlre wi 1 be few r lission aborts,
a i er lluKhOOdH for miss on success, ani dimproved' reli-
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To evaluate the effectiveness of supply performance

over time, most scenarios of interest in HETBOR will incor-

porate relatively lonq Mission durations. In this regard,

I system reliability will necessarily be driven toward zero,
while average availability will tenl to achieve its steady

state value.

Detailed, event driven, sapply related output is

available at the userts option. Subsequent t3 every egip-

ment failure, a printed summary is gentrated r-flecti;.g the

supply system's actions resulting from the demand. This

output is voluminous and, consequently, should be selected

with with care. The following information is included:

- Supply Response Time. The am3uat of tiaa required to
satisfy the end-user's demand for material to affect

repairs to the failel unit.

- Issuing Activity. Identification numbgr** of the

activity that issues the end use requirement.

- Orders For Stock. As a result of the issue, all suose-

quent orders for sto:k are displayed with the following

information: ordering activity, issuing activity, and

the time that the stock is lue in at the ozdaring

activity.
- Carcasses Lcst Through Attrition. If the equipment

that fails has been designated as a repairable item,

the end use activity is requiced to ship the failed

carcass to the nearest repair facility. If the turn-in

is lost thrcugh attrition, a message will be displayed

to that effect.

**I cos referencs to identification numbers is
provided al the end fOA apendix C. ure Z.1 and is
reflected in the echeo n tructuce mp.icl.edin dqure 5.1.
These references should be consulted when analyzing METEOR
output.
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- Repair Inductions. If the number of carcasses on hand

at either repair facility is greater than or equal to
the ERQ, a message will be printed, stating that an
induction was initiated, to whom the items will be

shipped upon completion of repair, and the time due in

to the stocking activity.
Upon completion of all simulation runs, a summary

dnalysis provides statistics pertaining to supply related

costs and supply system performance. Rather than assigning

arbitrary costs to supply actions, most 'costs' are given in
terms of the number of actions taken vice actual dollar
costs. The user may select to review the summary by supply
echelon, by equipment type, or both. The following

suamaries are prcvided.
- Procurement Costs. The nuaber of procurements per

mission is given as an indication of the fixed cost of
procurquent at each echelon and for each equipment

type. Also, the actual number of items procured is

provided to reflect the variable cost s associated with
each order placed.

- Repair Costs. As wit procuresment costs, the fixed and
variable costs of repair are presented in terms of the

number of repair inluctions and total number of items

inducted. Also given is the total number of items

shipped from end-us! activities to repair facilities

and the tctal number of repairable carcasses lost
through attrition.
Shipping Costs. The total number of shipments between
inidvidual activities is provided as a measure of ship-

ping activity and the costs associatel therewith.

Since the cost of shipping to an end use activity
(ship) will vary with its location, the ships are

assiqned s4x destination addresses that are defined in

Table I belcv.
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TABLE I

Destination Addresses

Destination Ship
Number LoZa tion

1 West Coast, zontinental a.S.2Western Pacific, without MLSFc iI3 Western Pacific, with MLSF
4 East Coast, g-itinental ,,S.
5 Aiant ic/Med1terranaean, without MLSFI
6 &rlantic/Mediterranean, with MLSF

- Inventory costs. These costs are given in actual

dollar values whizh are based on the equipment type

costs and initial inventory levels input by the user.

Two measures are displayed. First, initial provi-

sioing costs are given to ref lct the cost associated

with provisioning all echelons up to their respective

stocking objectives. Second, an average on-hard inven-

tory value is calculated as a measure of inventory

carrying costs. The average invantory is calculated by

time weighting the inventory on-han] at each activity

over the course of tha simulatioa.

- Supply Perfcrmance. Supply performance is measured in

terms of net and gross re.aisition effectiveness.

Total demands are shown for eiach echelon and/or equip-

ment type. All requisitions that cannot be satisfied

are counted as not-in-stock (NIS) when the activity has

an allowance for that item. If the activity has no

allowance, it is couated as a mat-carried (NC) demand.

When the ICP redistributes assets between stock points

to satisfy fleet demands, the effectivenss statistics

* . are no+ affected.
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TI. IULUIZ

Because of the coplaxity inherent in a typical METEOR

scenario, model validati3n was perf3rmed using very simple

scenarios wherein it was analytically feasible to evaluate

theoretical equipment performance. The scenarios were

established with two ships having identical two-component

Ship 1 'System' Ship 2 'System'
4. 4.----------------II I I

+--+ Equip 1--+ Equip 1 -- I
II I I I

-- I-------------- -
------------------------------

Equip 2 .-- - Equip 2 ,-

Scenario 1 2

MEBF I MTTR 1 !TBF I MTTR
Equip 1 I 103 I 12 I 130 19999 I
. ---. --------------------------
Equip 2 I 50I 81 50 t99991

Duration I 5 O0 I 100 I
......... .i+ 4

Fiqure 6.1 Validation Scenarios.

parallel systems, as shown in figure 6.1 . Unlimited spares

were available to the end-use activities and the mean

logistic delay time was assumed t3 be zero. In the first

scenario, missicn duration was set to 5000 and allowable
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mission downtime to zera. The Intant :)f thiz scenario is to

determine average operational availability over ar extended

mission duration. ReliabiliAtY was validated under basically

the same scenario, with the following exceptions. mission

duration was shortened to 1 00 to provide for the possibility

of successful mission accomplishmett; and, the equipment

HTTR's were given large values (99399 to preclude repairs on

the equipments during the mission. Thr..ee random number

seeds were used and 100 2missions were repeated for each

seed.

The theoretical operational availability for this system

can be expressed in teras of T:hz following equations:

[Ref. 10].

Average Availability =A(t) dt (6.1)

From the system reliability diaziram,

Where,

At (t)0 =- MTBF* + -- TTRi EXDII\tl) (6.3)

MT.BPI+ MTT Ri MTBFi + MTTR~'I1i

The limiting results for averags availability are:

Limi*:ng &veraqe 1-ivailability A & lia A(t) dt (6.L4)

E TBF------------------- (65
MTBF * NrR(6)

7cr the system under stuly,

kAt + A& ILI & (6.6)
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Assuming no repair will be made to the system during zh-
mission, theoret-ical reliability may be computed as follows:

R (t) - RS(t) + R(t) - P1(t) R4t1 (6.7)

Uhere FPt) is the survival functioi for the system.

Assuming exponential times to failure, the survival

function for an equipment is:

B(t) ExP(-Xt) (6.8)

In scenario 1, theoretizal availability is computed using

the limiting results; equation (6.11 is used in scenario 2
due to the relatively short mission iaration. A comparison

of the computed and simulated values for availabilily and

reliability is displayed in Table I1
The test results inlizite that the model outpum closely

approximates the expected theoretical values. It is recom-

mended, in the following zhapter, that further research be
directed toward more extensive testing of the METEOR model

to verify its performance over a wide range of possible
scenarios.
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r ABLE II

Simula tiom Results

Szenario #1

Run I Seed I Availability Reliability

1 8720 . .9855 0.0
2 I 1353 I 9861 I 0.03 4534 .9853 0.0

Theoretical Values .9853 I 0.0

S.-enario 12

4 7381 1 .7447 I .*4005 1 7570 :4 706 0 761 5 0
Theoretical Values .7482 .4534
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& brief survey of multi-echelon models curr-ntly in as@

in the Department of Defense has been presented. It was

shown that differences exist in their assumptions, their

structure and objectives. To compar e the relative merits of

these models, therefore, a common frame of referiznca is
needed to evaluate their performance over time and the costs

associated with their implementation. Due to the inherent

complexities of multi-echelon, multi-indenture models, an

analytic comparison was regarded as impractical and simula-

tion was suggested as a feasible alternative. To make a

valid assessment of the multi-echelon, multi-indenture

inventory models, a simulition with these same features is

required.

Chapter III provided an overview of multi-chel cn s-mu-
lations currently in use by the Navy. With the possible

exception of the SPECTRUM model, none of those reviswed were

found to be adequate for use as a Bulti-echelon evilua-_ion

to:!. Additionally, it was determined that no :urrant simu-

lation exists which offers multi-ezhalon, malti-indenture

characteristics in a surface fleet environment. in light of

these facts, a simulatioa model, METEOR, was developed to

satisfy these needs.

METEOR is a multi-echelon supply model that incorporates

a multi-indenture, equipment-related model, TIGER, to

generate equipment failures and sabsequent sapply system

demands. The METEOR model offers a wide range of possible

user-developed scenarios and eluipment configuration

schemes. Its output consists of various measures of supply

related costs and supply performance, as well as, the equip-

ment performance measures of operational availability ani

reliability.
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Chapter III stated that the primary motivation for

building this mcdel was to offer in evaluation tool that

heretofore was unavailabl. rho actual use and employment

of this model is left to future research. The interested

student/analyst might consider the fAlowing recommendations

and proposals:

1. Any new mcdel must necessarily undergo the test of

objective analysis prior to its acceptance and implementa-

tion in the field. In this regard, continued validation of

the METEOR model is encouraged. :onfidence in any model

increases with its successful application under diverse

scenarios, and when it is successfully exercised by

different users. More detailed and varied scenarios than

those found in Chapter IV have feasible analytic solutions

which could be ccmpared statisticall7 to simulation results.

2. To accurately assess multi-echelon inventory models, the

primary objective of METE9R, a relatively large and accurate
data base is required. An actual operating hardware system

should be the basis for model performance comparisons.

Admittedly, a hypotheti -l system could be used. However,
modeling an actual operating system would lend credence to

the study effort and offer the historical parts related data

necessary for mcdel inputs. This data set would be the

control factor in the evaluation process and provide inputs

to all models under study, as well 13 the METEOR simulation.

Each multi-echelcn inventory model under consideration would

need to be accessed and exercised with the control data set.

The inventory levels generated by these models would serve

as input to the initial provisioniag levels in the METEOR

simulation. The purported costs and equipment-related meas-

ures of effectiveness provided by each model should be

recorded for use in the final analysis. Finally, it would

be necessary to process the data through the Navy's current
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repair and replerishment models to Aetermine reorder levels

and economic repair quantlties. Provided with these inputs,

UMETEOR should return an objective assessment of the relative.

performance of the models under study.

3. There is no reason ta restrict the use of METEOR to the

evaluation of multi-echeloa models. In fact, the multi-

echelon characteristics of METEOR make it an extremely

useful ool in assessing the effect of parameter changes at

any one echelon of the supply system, in that the impact of

those changes will be reflected at all levels of the system.

4. METEOR night also be used as a resource-to-readiness

evaluation model. The avilability :f investment capital is

normally the binding constraint on inventory levels. By
varying inventory levels at the stocking activities, a

determination could be made as to ths: investment required to

obtain a given level of 2atsrial readiness. &dditionally,

some insight might also be gained as to which echelons offer

the highest rate of retura on investment.

5. In terms of model enrichment, there exist several areas

where METEOR might be embeilished. Some of the more impor-

tant extensions would include the following.

a) Prioritized shipments for critical material.

b) Expansion of the model to aLlow for more than 500

total equipments to be modeled. This should be a user

specified parameter.
c) Parameters that exhibit large variations from their

means should be 2ate random viriables if such action
would significantly enhance model realism. METEOR

uses average values for order ind shipping times, and,

does not mcdel geographic proximity of the ships and
MLSF. Depending oa user requirements, it may be

considered beneficial to model these as stochastic

processes.
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d) in ths real world, a~t all equlipment failuires necessi-

tate replacement of component pieces. &randiomizel

determination of whether or riot parts are required to

effect repairs could be made by METEOR.
6. RETIOR is a relativeLy easy motel to implement. Once

the input data is prepared, it takes only 4-8 seconds of CPU
time on the IBM 3033 to ran 1000 mis9sions of duration 5000
hours. This offers in excellent opportunity to explore
supply system interactioas and parametric sensitivity in a

multi-indenture, multi-schalon envir~nment.
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2XIEPLE OBJECTIVE FUNECTIONS

The follovinq objective functions. AIE, Had-METRIC, and

SESAME, are repreritativa of those used in other multi-

echelon inventory models. For more detailed treatment,

consult the cited reference.

1. Availability centered tnventory sodei (ACIN) (Ref. 11].

MINl Deu

5. t. ZZc~sX

wher-, .. the expected Aelay time for
equipment e, At operating site a, and

8 a Total allowabl.e bizd;et

k = component of a

v = uni.t cost of k

s = stocking level of k

D -the expepcted delay per demand for item i,
at stock ing locition v, caa be expressed is:

where,

X -Expected pumbeF ofdeasfo t i
?'' at operating s..ta u.

p (X; Xt~,) a irobability of x uaitm f stock reduction
for item at operat..ng S to a.

T - mean resupply time.
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2. Multi-Echelon Tehniqaq for Recovererable Item Control;

Modified (Mod-METRIC) (Ref. 121.

M 00MIN E (Xi-si I p (Xi IXjTj

.1 l S'l

where,

M a Total number of bases.

sis Stock leyel of spare components
at base ..

Ti- Average resupply time at base i.
\ = emovll rate of componetts at

s. t.
M N N

where,

ca = Ccst of equipment

c i - Unit cost o module j
N = Number of modules

s. = Number of spare modules at depct, o

C = Tctal allowable budget

3. Selective Stockage for AvaiiLbllity, Multi-Echelon

(SESAME) [Ref. 21.

Mf E i

MIN 1 S= 5j • N, P + Eir0 + FDTt'N i PC

where,

M a Total number 3f items

Z - Total number of echelons

Sa a Stock level for item i, at echelon J
Ni - Number of stocking activities at echelon J
Pi a Unit price of item i

EBOjj a Exptcted number of backorders for item i
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at a-chelon j

*D4 Demand for ita. ±, at *--helou

pc - Backorder pemlty cost
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KETION INPUT REZUIURIITS AID FORKATS

Host input requirements applicable the the rIGER portion

of the METEOR simulation remain unchanged from the formats

provided in the TIGER Mantial. However, there are some vari-
ations in user options ani file orgamization. ro facilitate

the use cf METEOP, therefore, formats for the intire input

file are provided below. Annotations are provided, where
necessary, to reflect file structure when exercising TIGER

on a stard alone basis. I sample input file is provided at

the end of this appendix.
All data is erterel in 80 column, card/card-image

format. Data types are integer, real and alphanumeric. All
integer data fields must ba right Ju3tified.

I.!
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,uA Un 1. 41212.I op2 n2 _u4_
The KETEOR option will inlicate that the multi-echelon sup-

ply simulation is to be invoked on this run, or, that TIGER

is to be run on a stant alone basis. Depending on the

option selected, some of the input cards that follow will

not be required. kdditionally, various input parameters and

option settings will vary between the two siaulations.

These changes will be reflected in the notes that follow the

card formats.

Variable

1-4 14 IOPET MEEOR option switch
to run TrGER only
to run MEEOR

5-8 14 IOPTP MErEOR print option switch for
sup ply performance summary
sta tistlcs

= by eaasnt. type
bj s ppl cln

=3 by equipaent type and supply
achelon

9-12 14 IOiTP1 0ErEOR print opt.on syitcb *o
invoke or suppress printed record
of all supply acticns
= 0 to sUDDrESs
= 1 to in ke

13-16 14 IRC Requisitioning Channels

= 1 ONUS ag.s t.ions
= 2 epMloyed without HLSP
= 3 deployad with MLSF

17-20 14 NRUSHPS T;tal number of ships to be
si m ulat d

21-24 14 ITOTIQ Tta! number of equipments to be
s anted

25-28 14 NRWSC Number of ships assigned to the
West Coast

29-35 P7.0 SSADT Shipws system allowable downtime.

Notes:
IOPT -If oly TIGIR is desired to be exercised, all otherentr es cn card, after IOPEr, may be ignored.

IOPTPI -The record of all supply actions can be voluminous.

IRC -See Figure 5.1 for resulting requisition channels.
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SSADT -This input replaces TIGER allowable downtime part-
metqrs round on input cards 4, 18, and 19.

fld =1. ILR (0akfuil~) I.2.fIA-i 22
This card is used to relate TIGER subsystem numbers to

mEtEOR ship numbers. It must be omitted if IOPrN is 0.

Variable

Etc. to the ts ient nllmships1-LI 2014 NUJSS(I) St tin; wit th lowes numbered
.e8 5 I7 or vest coast

9-12 .5fr east coast) and procee ingEt.c. to the highest, identify a-li ships
to be simulate. If more thaD 20ships are to be simulated, foalow
with another card using same format.

If TIGER is to be run on a stand-al~ne basis, it is possible

to run more than one mission scenarlD (timelinel. If METEOR
is used, only one mission scenario is permissible.

Variable

1-4 14 JCC No. qftiuelia variations to be
Iun ?romaQta decK. Set JCC 1
if exercising METEOR.

5-80 19A4 RUNID Alphanumeric run identifier.

Notes:
JCC -If running TIGER and JCC exceels 1, only phase type

and durat:.ocard(s) must be adled in the bacN or the
aata deck, lloweod by a blank card.
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This card is used to govern the number of missions to be
performed in the simulation. If METEOR is used, a prede-

fined number of missions should be ran (see notes below).

Variable
9QIMP-U f~rint mitt Refrt~tin~f
1-4 14 IHAX Naximnuberf aissios to be run.

Sho flb e in sutiplas of 50 and must
not exceed 1030.

5-8 14 NOET .Opima1 number of mlssio.is (not to
exceed IMAX).

9-12 F4.0 PL Sg !fication requirement for relia-bllity.

13-16 F4.0 XK Stadard devjition to be1 u9di inca _u ating lower control limt.

17-20 14 ISEED Raniom number seed.

21-24 14 NPH No. of phase types, not to exceed 6.

Notes:
NBkX -To run a predefined number of missions, set DL = 1.0,

and NOPT and NMX to the desired number of missions.
It may be convenient when running METEOR. to run less
than 50 missions. it so, refer to TIGER lain program
line labels 210 and 540. Change '50' to the desired
number of missions to be run.

XK -A value of 1,28 corresponds to a 90% lowei; confidence
limit (assuming normality) . Inconsequental when
running METEOR.
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Phases are the key to =onstructing scenarios in TIGER. Up
to 6 different phase types may be specified. The phase

types may be put togethec in a sequence of up to 95 phases

which comprise the mission to be exercised. For example,

normal steaming may be simalated in one phase, while combat

operations are simulated in another. Equipment related

para- meters may be variei, on the input cards that follow,

to correspond to the typ% of 3peration modeled in any given

phase. Note that requisitioning channels do not change with

phase type.

Variable
-_ umn £_ra Name _2_;fil2i2n

1-2 F2.0 XXT(1) Pbisl type number for first
simu a1on seluence.

3-10 F8.0 XXT(2) Duration of first sequence.

11-12 F2.0 XXT(3) P as type number for seconds3mulat on seguence (if any).

13-20 F8.O XXT(4) Duration of second phase.

Note: Ccntinue this format thropqh zard column 50, duration
of ffth phase sequence (if a eaed). It more than
five phase sequences are needed, continue on addi-
ional cards using the same fields.

CE TnSe J.. *___ajk _ad 5!I!!
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This card is used to select the Da-put options available

from TIGER.

Variable

1-4 14 KOPT Priatcut option switch.
= 1 for management summary.

2 for engineering summary.

3fc- qomp ate details
(Usea ior debugging only)
S4 to suppress printout of input
3 a. ta.
5 t! specif grintout using KS
viriables (se telow).

5 fo TIGER/IANNING complete
etails (debugging only).

If KOPT=5 select from tho followirg output options as
needed, otterwise leave flas blank.

5-8 14 KS (1) = 1 Input dati

9-12 14 KS (2) = 1 Equipment dqwn at time of
-ss-on failure.

13-16 14 KS (3) = 1 Down time a' end of phase.

17-20 14 KS(4) = I Abort messages.

21-24 14 KS (5) = 1 All events.
25-28 14 KS(61 = 1 ZTIE matrix (debugging cnly).

29-32 14 KS (7) = 1 Not used.

33-36 14 KS (8) = 1 Not used.
37-40 14 KS (9) = 1 Not used.

41-44 14 KS(10) = I System 5 subsystem status.

45-48 14 KS (11) = I TIGER/M&NlING debugging

49-52 14 KS(12) x 1 Status of all groups

53-56 14 KS (13) a 1 Downtime znssage

Note: When runaiag METEOR, KOPT * 5, KS(1) - 1 is
ecomsenc c6
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91K ins A. khms Unit A L-

This card is used to specify the repair option in effecz for

each phase type.

Variable

1-4 14 IFLAG(1) Repair option for each phase typetyp a (up t:o s,.x), . ,
5-8 14 IFLAG(2) = u il on-ooard repair lowed.

= 1 if no on-boird repaic allowed.
9-12 14 IFLAG(3) = 2 if on-boacd repai; allowed,

but failire inhbited. 13-16
14 IFLAG (L)

17-20 14 IFUA (5)

21-24 14 IF LAG (6)
Notes: IFLAG = 1, will i.1ibit te Drdeiig of repai; pazts

even though an equipment has fi e. This optio, is,
therefore, not recommended when runninq METEOR.

This card is used to determine the repair policy to be in

effect during the simulation, by specifying the percentagi

of repairs to be performel at the organizational level.

Additionally, the user may specify a period of time that the

system may be down during the mission before the mission is

aborted.

The HTBF and MTTR multipliers may be used to vary these

parameters for a given simulation ru and are, therefore,

useful in sensitivity analysis.

Varaiable

1-4 F4.0 REPOL Dez mal rac t ion of.repairs to beperiormed aboird ship.

5-12 F8.2 TA2 Sission allowable downtims.

13-16 F4.0 X ETBF multiplier.

17-20 P4.0 XT HTTR multiplier.

Notes:
REPOL:-In RETIDR,tthe reptir process is handled explicitly

by des l,.naIg euilpments as -epairable or corsum-
able. If using NE? OR, set REPOL = 1.0.

T102 -If using ENTEOR, sat TAD2 = 130000.
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&ll equipments in the simulation are given an equipment type
nuater. If two cr more equipments are essentially the same,
(i.e, would have the same values for the eight parameters

shown on this card, and would treated as the same item by
the supply system) they would be designated with the sane

equipment type. METE3R deals exclusively with equipment
types in the provisioninj and repleiishment of inventories

a t the various echelons.

One card is required for each equipment type.

Variable

1-4 _Equimet type numer. Should be
seqgntially starting with 1, not to
exceed 200.

5-20 4A4 F1 Equipment type nomenclatare.

21-28 F8.0 XeHBF Mean time between failure.

29-32 F4.0 XMTTR Meata time t'o repair Proceed by 4
negative sign and linclude the var.-
ab , MTrE card, if this option I s
destred. Non-repairable is ind:catei
by value of 9399.

33-36 F4.0 U Duty cycie/Uttlization (non-zeroa ezlma fractian).

37-40 F4.0 V l&dm'nistratiV elay time from
tenl e r to sip.

41-44 F4.0 9 ministrativ- delay tim . from
depot to ship.

45-48 14 IUI variabl, 1uty cycle fVDC) is
iefstra, assiln a sequemtfal number
4between 1 anl 200) andh include the
RqDs caf following. Otherwise leavehi~ f old blank

Notes:
XMZTR -If an equipment type is given a XMTTR of 9999, it

wil.l no eL ordered from the supply system in SETEOE.This opticn, therefore, is nt recommended.

V'v -A mni~a 4 eei Y ie jebsnjot tiilizedijsPTVOrD
thesei eIds 4aye lt a when BETEOR is Selng
run.
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Q d II* !i. RU_1atZ c991_ Z.K_.
k variable duty cycle may be eaployel to vary the percentage

of time that an equipment is utilized dur.ing a phase type.

This is an optioral input. If IUI on the previous card is

non-zero, place this carl immediately behid the type card

to which it refers A A maximum of 53 VDC cards are allowed.

Variable

1-4 I4 IV VDC ident fier-sequent.a! number,
same as the vi ue of IUI on the
prazeding equipment type card.

;:2 714: VC 1 Dutj cycle/uttl3izatiJon of the equip-
1 2-16 VDC 2 men tye /uring each ph4se type

13-16 P4. VDC 3 -6 . otese values override the value
17-20 F4.0 TD 4 f 9 on thpreceding card.
21-24 F4.0 VDC 5
25-28 F4.0 VDC 6

This card may be used to vary an eguipment's mean time to

repair between phase types. It is an optional card. If
XMTTR is negative cn the equipment type card, place this

card behind the VDC card or Equipment Type Card as appro-

priate.

Variable

1-4 74.0 V,TTR(1) ITTr values Df the equipment type
luri ng each phase type 1-6. NA-

5-8 P4.0 VHTTR (2) repairable is indicatPd by 9999,*
9-12 F4.0 VMTTR (3 but shotld ,it be so desig ated if
13-16 74.0 VMTTR 43EEO is being run.
17-20 F8
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Equipment cards identify similar 91aipments to their .quip-

sent type. Their may ba no more than 500 equipments in

total. Starting with the first equipment type, number each

equipment in sequential order starting with number 1.

Coatinue in unbroken sequence through all equipment types.

Variable

1-4 14 NTYPE Type Numbaf assac.ated with
ta e puent isted In the nextfi-31l d s) .

14 LOAD Equip ieI Ruebrsaof thoseequi
I4 LOAD 2 seats which a Lonq to the defigna-ed

13-16 14 LOAD 3 aqa pment type. Up to 19 may be
17-20 14 LOAD 14 designated per card.If more than
21-24 14 LOAD 5 19 are associated with a given ty e.
25-28 14 LOAD 6 asa additional quipment cards an
29-32 14 LOAD 7 rep9at the size type number.
33-36 14 LOAD 8
37-40 14 LOAD 9
and so on to LOAD(1 )
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There are four options available t3 input spares into the

sim ulationl:

(1) If METEOR is beinq exercised, spares will be input in

the 8dJLTE input section, arad this zard must be omitted. if

T13ER is being used in its stand-alone mods, the following

three options apply.
(2) Use the literal "Unlimited Spires" in columns 1-16 to

simulate unlimited spares (90,003 spares ars Internally

assigned to each equipment type) .

(3) If spares are to be input by the user, leave this card

blank and enter spares data in the cards that follow. if I

spare part sensitivity aalysis Is lesired, eater a spare

parts multiplier (SX) in columns 21-24 of this card. The

multiAlplier will increase )r decrease (depending on the value

assigned) the spare parts levels that are specified on on
the follcving cards.

(4i) Enter "999" in card c-olumns 21-24 to invoke the SPARES

subprogram. This will determine levels based on the calcu-

latious cf the *25 FLSIP :::SAL Model.

If METEOR is being exerclsed, this card must be cuitted.

For TIGER, these cards are only usel if the allowances for

spares are the be input lirectly (i.ea., the previous card

dil not specify unlimitel spares or invoke the SPARES sub-

proqram). one card must be input for each equipment type.

Variable

1-Il II ISABE( sparmes Qf ranizat ional level
sparesfo t9 equ .pment type.

5-8 14I IS FARE (2) a e f trsa the tender
lor a qu penttype.

9-12 r4 IS PARE (3) 1abei of a area at the depot
lor t a equ.p ment type.
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Card types 19-23 govern the hardware system configuration.

Since that configuration say change from phase type to phase

type, one complet. set of these cards for each phase type

must be placed sequentially in the data deck. An example of

a reliability block diagram for METEOR appears in Figure

5.2. Starting with the individual components, groups are

formed from subsets of components which are connected in

either series or parallel. The groups are nested and

combined with other equipments to Eorm new groups. This

process continues for each ship being simulated, until the

hardware system on each ship can be represented by a single

group. This group is called a 'subsystem' by TIGER. The

individual subsystems (ships), are then combined in 'series'

to form the overall 'system'.

Variable
Q2 la ZIrmt BAR! 2 2 Q1 A1 2 R
1-4 A4 ID ny alphanugI.i. (i. , the literalyFst ) use to ldentlly the overallsysteme
5-8 14 LL ihiseltre nuabar (sequetial),

9-12 IL NSS Nusbe of subsystems (ships) in.the phase.

13-16 I4 ISS Sytellidentification nutbeE.o
( DallI the P~st group number on
the con iguraiton matrix cards.)

17-24 F8.0 SSTINE Syste allowabl sustained downtime
(should not be less than subsystem
allowable dowatime values). Should
be less than or equal to TkD2 (Repa.r
Policy Cardl. To inhibit aborts,
use 100000.

Notes:
NSS -In UlTEOB, the number of subsystems (ships) must

resan ccnstant for each phase type.

SSTINE -Because shis re :onfi uras i series in METEOR
system alotoab a lowDfleai e a aning. THe
system wculd be onside.red 'lown' anyttme one or
more of the invida l ship' s system was down.
Therefore, SSTINE should be set to 100000.
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There must be one subsystem Zard for each ship/subsystem,

being simulated. it least one ship or subsystem is

required.

Variable

1-4 i ID &my alphanuxe:ic (e.g., the"SH I"J.

5-8 I4 LL Phase type number.

13-16 I4 ISS SubSyS B ietification number.
Th!is vi] I U group number rom a
Coaficuration Matrix Card that
foll ovs.

17-24 F8.0 SSTIZIE(2) Subsystem afowable sustained
downtime. b is va ue should be
less than or . ual to SSTIKE cn
the System ca:d. To inhibit
aborts, use a value of 100000.

Notes:
ISS -In JETECR the ISS for ships must assigned

sequentiaily running from 370 to 884, forWest Coast sHips; from 885 to 899, for EastCoast ships.

SSrIME -This do i *'eter impact relia ilit
anc avalt shis weatures wien ETEOR is in use
since all ships will not function is another is
down. Set this vlu. to 103000 and use the
variable SADT ga card type 1, if an allowable
downtime Is desired.
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cad4 zus 29. aa~~a~ a.2t ueforer cexa.
This card is required in RZEOR to identify on which ship
the equipment failure ocairred. If lOP??! 0, omai t this

card, otherwise one set will be required for each phase
type.

Variable
0~1 an Zsormaf Bns 2S212

1-4 14 MSSEQ(1) irder ship luambers, (SS) Cr0.
lowast to highest and ass gn each

5-8 14 NSSEQ (2) a spquential number startinq wit 1
kssign that ntuber to NSSEQ i) "

9-12 14 NSSEQ(3) eqaipment nme i i ntle
On that shiP.

13-16 14 NS SEQ (4) If zcre than 18 eqUipments are
modeled, use as many cardis as

17-20 14 NS SSEQ (5) necessary in 'Zhe same format.
Etc.

These cards define the reliability block 4iagris configura-

tion of the system under evaluation.

Variable

1-4 14 NRO 1henabro membe'-s An theoru
ef~ n this cara tia. rou

required to bg operatinq for the
System to be pperatigna .

5-8 14 IB(1) The group number assi.gned to the
i;roup of membsrs defined nu this
car-. it myvary from 58 to 1000,
in 1"ny order.

9-12 14 1 (2 The numbefs of the equipments and
13-16 14 IB3 S wh..c sake up the grouip de-
17-20 14 lB ('4 11nalon thM Card.p The maximum
21-24 14 IB rnuile of membersrin a croup is
25-28 14 lB an i~ted; howe ver if ?here are more

93 14 18 thia 7a & inudion car is
BH 14 IB requirbd. wh.:h -so the same

foraa'-. 0The number required and
mister grou r nmbir must be.-den-
t _&lon a! -*at nuation cards.



These cards indicate the equipment operating rules for

string or standby equipment. rho string equipment operating

rules cause shut down of a designated series equipment upon

failure of any of the other equipment or equipment groups on

the card. The standby equipment operating rule, causes

designated equiptent to be energized upon failare of any of

the other equipment of equipment groups on the card. This

is an optional card which is placed Immediately behind the

Configuration Matrix card which refers to the equipment and

groups on this card. The maximum number of equipment oper-

ating rules is 49. (one rale defined per card.)

Variable

1-14 114 ISTB(1) The desi.gnate! equi sment number. If
it s a standby equ~mn I iot must
be preceded by a minus siqn.

5-8 14 1511(2) Mhe other equipmen~t or equipment

9-12 114 IST'3' group numbers.
13-16 114 ISTB '4
17-20 114 ISB (5)
21-24 114 ISB (6)

11-8 14 IS'IB (7
33-36 14 ISTB 9
41.144 14IU Place any ainizero.integel in ti
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S2123 24. E.J2IU PZ&&u21Sh Gild
This card, and those that follow# are only required if the

METEOR simulation option is in effect.

Variable=211 X"An la an Qe§12"tLAo1-5 is H1 Inu%
-5 .. ftfPt'_*ption is selected

supply .nput 3ata for only one ship
.s req o red.. l other shipstvll
be co m gured with the same stocking
object ;es and reorder points.

; 2. If this iption is sel ecte
yinput ~a m ust be input

Sepr&tely for each ship.

6-15 F10.0 CHAR arias! ret ao En ermeial r actin o . repairabl
carzasses that are lost due to
ttrition.

16-25 P10.0 KSDT NLSF screenini delay time.
Enter tihe tim- requ,1d to
riess a NIS re uisition through
he MLSF , and refer the requisition

to the next e-helon.

26-35 F10.0 SSFT The amount of time required to issue
in Item from sh pboard stocks.

36-45 F10.0 ALFI aamua distribution shape paralete-
lor repairable item tu naroun tie.

46-55 P10.0 ALFA2 3amia distribation shape parameter
for procuremeat lead tms.
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91MA ZY2 a-. iMR9JJ 1kgg2H 1 gB UW.
The following Ii card types input supply relaltel information

for each eqnipment type. One set of these cards is required

for each equipuert type when ff1 a 1. When M1 2, the set

will consist of only card types 25 aad 26.

variable

1-10 110 RP AIR Repair Code.

= 0 Consumable items.

= 1 Eepai:;able '.tea!. C aaot bq
r~p..rd t r gn.zat,.onal level1.

Upon failure, vI ll be shipped t
raarest repair fac2.lity.

11-20 F10.0 MPLT 49ap procurement lead tize for this
squL pacut.

21-30 F10.0 ECCST Cost per item for this equipment
type.

This card will be placal immediately behind the supply
information card whenever RPAIR 1

Variable

1-10 P10.0 MUI ffeaq repair tuiraaround time for this
equipment type.

11-20 1:10 ERG Scagi- r~jir qattty for the
repair fciit!e W Wen their on-
4iari balance )f carcaVseswryuals or
exceeds ERQ a~n in nucti.on 1..I be
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Qu. nRA 22. Nigh 14I ;Ar. (9Q&112r 1)
If M1 10 cards 27 and 28 are iisad to set actiLvity high

limits and reorder points. In this case, all ships will be

given identical high limits andi reorler points. If 51 = 2,

these cards are emitted an! cards 29 and 30 will be used to

Input~ high limits and reorler points.

Variable

1-5 15 11.15(1 a5tory high limit:

6-10 15 HI LIN (2) 9. Coast BLSF

11-15 15 HI LIN (3) E. Zoast MLSF

16-20 I5 HIIB() WESrP&C Overseas Depot

21-25 15 HILIN (5) E. ZZONUS Supply Center
26-30 I5 HILIS(6) U. -ONUS Suppl~y Center

31-35 15 HI1LIN5(7) Not Used

36-40 i5 HILIN (8) ffot Used

411- '45 15 HI LI1N (9) ICP (Usually sum of HILIS (4. 5,6)

This card uses exactly the sanie formit as the preceding card

except the variable now is the activity's reorder point.

This card viiil follow iumuiatgiy behind Card 27.
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When read option 2 is in effect, high limits and reorder

points must be individually input f~r all ships and activi-

ties in the simulation. Cards 29 and 30 will follow a

complete set of Supply/Repairable Information Cards.

Use one High Limit Card (Option 2) for each activity in

the simulation starting with the 13west numbered ship and

proceding througk the highest. After all ships have been

entered, Enter the remainder of the activities in the

following order: W.Coast MLSF; E.Coast KLSF; WESTPAC

Overseas Depot; E.CONUS Supply Canter; V. CONUS Supply

Center; E. Repair Facility; V. Repair Facility; ICP.

Variable

1-5 15 HILIN(1) High limit for Equipment Type 1.

6-10 15 HIU (2) High limit for Equipment Type 2.

11-15 i5 HIINI(3) High limit for Equipmient Type 3.

* Continue same firmat to:

76!80 15 HILIM (16) High limit for Equipment Type 16.

Note: Epte; high limits fr ech a _ipment - in
s.Lmulalon. If the numaer of t pes ex a ds 16,
use as many cards 13 needed ia same format.

us Ze 1s2. ma2ny Posnt C ird. (22ae 2)
Reorder Point Cards (Option 2) foLlow immediately behind

Card Type 28 for each activity. These cards have exactly
the same format as Card Type 29 except the variable here is
the activity's reorder point.
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The following three cards refer to the shipping times

between the varicus activities. This card inputs the time
required to send a carcass from a given ship location to the

nearest repair facility.

Variable

Og; SR(1-3L.refers tO West Coast
sh :pstsenC1ng carcasses to
the West Coast repair facility.

1-7 P7. 0 OSTSR 1) Shipment tma from ship in CONS.
8-14 F7.0 OSISE (2) Shipment time from deployed ship

vith out HLSF support.
15-21 F7.0 OSTSR(3) ShIi ment tima from deployed ship

witg MLSF support.

OSrSR(4-6) refers .o ships staticned
on East Coast sending carcassis to
East Coast (C)tUS) repair fac lity.

P7~: OSTSR14J Shi.pmezrt timne from shiyinCONVS.P78 S S42pment time :tom dep oyec Hip
without MLSF 3upport.

36-42 P7.0 OSTSR(6) Shipment time from deployed ship
vit? KLSF support.

This card is used to input shipping times from the manufac-

turer to all other activities in the supply network. Not .

that these times are inlependent of procurement lead times.

V a riable

From manuf-tt.rer to:
1-7 F7.0 OSTH 1 i.Coast sh. p ?n CONUS
8-14 F7.0 OSTM 2 W.-oast s hp overseas without MLSF
13:21 F7:8 OSTM 3 W:.oast sh4.p iverseas with MLSP22-28 FT. OSIN 4 E.Zoast ship an CONUS
29-35 F7.0 OSTH 5 E.Coast ship overseas without MLSF
36-42 F7.0 OSTH 6 E.Zoast ship overseas with 3LSF
4: -8 0. TH 7 W. ast MLSF50-56 I'3 OSTM 8) E.'Oasl- MLSP
57-63 F7.0 OSTH 9 VESrPAC oversaas depot
64-70 F7.0 OSTH10) 3.oast supply center
71-77 F7.0 OST I1) W.Coast supply center
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A total of eight order and shipping cards will be input,

each refering to a shipp!,l activity. The entries on each

card are of the exact sinme format as Card Type 34, and

represent the order and shipping times from the shipping

activity to a destination activity (as above). Note that it

is clearly inappropriate for some activities to ship to

others (e.q., HISP tc supply center!. In these cases, no

entry is required. Cards must be input in the following

order:

Card 33. W.Ccast MLSF

Card 34. ECcast ovareaas aepot

Card 35. W.Ccast supply center

card 36. W.Coast repair fazility
Card 37. E.Ccast MLSF
Card 38. B Elank Card **

Card 39. E.Ccast Supply center

Card 40. E.Ccast repair'cfaility
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These are special TIGER options that have not beer discussed

in this report. They are includel here for information

only. For details, consult the TIGER Manual. The card say

be omitted.

Variable

1-Li k4 SPES a --e 22i~anumeric in t~iis field
1atae&o spares usage is

4esired. Note: will not be printed
if 3ETEDR is being run.

5-8 A4 APEL l:e anj alphanumeric i this field
ifa sum ary ti le at equipment tnat
zaised mi!.si failures and system
downtimes is lisired.

9-12 A4 GxA P!ize any alphnumgric in this flisJ
3r the gamma Jistributicn outputI s
lesired.
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VIRULBLZS USED IN RETBOR

Table III prcvides a lescriptiom of the variables used

by the MULTE unit of HMER, its associated subprograms, and

those variables inserted in TIGER that interact with MOLTE.

Reference 5, Appendix B, provides aL simil-ir listing for

those variables unique to TIGER. Mot'.e that the FORTRIN

variable naming convention is not necessarily adhered to

with MOLTE variables. Variable type is noted ia the listing

that follows.
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TABLE III

Variable Listing

Variable

A R Random number array.

kkDV(i,1)R &veraqe dollar value Qfnirventory per mission
ior equipment i , eche on j

1ATV R Total averag3 dollar value of inventory.

kADV(i) R hverage 4ollar value of invgntory at
echelon J..

ACT I Activity number designatior.
ALFAl R Gamma distribution shape parameter

(repair timel
kLPA2 R Gamma distrib ia e parameter
ALFA2 (p rocurement !ea~ t

kAVA R Averalp, equiipment availability per msin
per ship.

ASREL R Avera gg equipment. reliibility per mission,

AVASS(i) R piern shvalaipt per

COAST 1 1 (West) ; =2 (Eastj

CRAB R Carcass return attrition rate.
CTIME R Current time.

DELOHRj I chang e in o?-handU~tat level d~ uring
curnt cilm to 8U T

DESTN I Shipping destination of material.
DUD I activity.13i gnatar of activity with minimum

due-in tine.
DTIHE R Cil ula~ed lue-in time for curroent requi-

s ton.Inprocess.
DT3T I o t 1 nr. of due-'s asbtablished for stock

durIng currentuca~u toETE
DTSS1 (i) R Hupniudovntime of hardware system on

shi.p Iduriag current phase.
DTSS2 (i) R Rul nilg ohaialso hardware system on

DUEA (i) I Activity signator of due-in nr. i.

DUE (i) I Equipment type of due-in nr. i.

DUEN I Total number of due-it's.4
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DUEQ(i) I Quantity lua in on due-in nr. i.
DUES I Due in material jight av ble ithe

current tla. A ea on- and qu an ry.

DURT(i) R Due-in time on due-in ar. i.
ECH I Echelon: 1-MLSF; 2-DepDt; 3-Center; 4-Repair;5-ICP

ECS T(i) R Cost of equipment type i
ENUSE I End use activity desig2ator.

EQYP I Equipment type number.

ERQ(I) I Economic repair quantity for equipment i.

HILIN(i,J)I nventoy highlimij at activity i,ir equlpmen -pe.

IA I Issuing activity.
IASPT 3_ SSE of actirity issuing end-use requireemt.
IDUEJ(i,J) I i - 1 SSN 9f ordering jtiVitya

f 2 Due-i time at o. r~ng
a 3 SSH of issuing activity
= zeqVentlal number if due-in's established

auring rrent call to MULTE.

IFLAG I Indicator variable.

IOPTI I Input option.

IOPT I rulti-echeloni supply simulation option.

IOPTP I Print option.

IOPTP1 I Print option.
IP(i,j) I Invntory position of activity i, forequ pmen 'ype

IRC I Reuisition zha4el inlicator.= CONUS oparationq . ..
= 2 Overseas operations without MLSF
= 3 Overseas operations with MLSF

ISHIP I Ship (subsy tem) identification number.
ISSUE I Is-ue quanatity for this requisition.

ITEMA I Acti7ity number.

ITEMP I Temporary variable.

ITENQ I Quantity reqaired.
ITENSS(i)I Indicates if current mission has been aborted

Zorshipi. 8 *(no ;ui (yes).

ITHSN I Total nr. of missions run.
IX_ I Random number seeds.

IID(iJ) I Initial provisioning lv91 for equipment
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i, at echelon J.

K I Counter.
KEQ I Failed component (pass d from TIGER).

KR I Kominus

KR I Counter

L I Counter

LEQNR(i) I Last equipment nr. on ship i.

LEVEL (i) I = h when,SSI MLSF)N = W 2
3 Depot) = 33
4 (Clenterl = 34-35

MAID I Maximum due-in vector size (1000).

MAXEQ I Maximum nr of equipment types (200).

MAISS I Maximum nr of sybsysteis.

MFLAG I Signals start of new mission.

KIN R Minimum (Due-in time + 3ST).
MPLT(i) R Mean procurement iead time equipment i.

MRr(i) R Mean repair time equipment i.

MSD H MLSP screening delay.

MSDT R MLS? screening delay time.

MULTC I Nr. of calls to MULTZ.

N I Temporary variable for ORACT(1).
NEED I Stock point leficienci.s for repairables.

NISS(i) I Nr. of issues of ship stock for equipment i.
NIST* I Total nr. of issues f=Dm ship stock.
NMFR(i,j,k)I Nr.of equipments i, procured from

manufa ctr er or level J; where,
k = 1 Nr. of procureiarit actions
k = 2 Nr. of i.tems procured

NKFE(i,k)*I Yr. of ejuipients, i, procured from mfr.
K as abofe.

MFL(j,k)*I jr.Qf equipments proared from mfr for
aevei j. K as abo .

IMFT(k)* I Total nr. -uipments procured. K as above.

WNI(i~j,k)*I Jr. 7f demapis at i,, ojequjg J; where,
Total number f emans

k Number NIS demands
k Number Not Carried demands

NINE(J,k)*$ Nr. of demanis for equipment J. K as above.

NNIL (i,k) *1 Mr. of demanis at level i. K as ibove.
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NNNT (K) * I Total nr. of demands. K as above.

YR&* I Total nr. of carcasses lost through attrition.

NRF(i,1,k)I 1r. fegu! , i , inducted by repair facilities

k aI Nr. I nuctio~s
k - 2 Yr. of items repaired

NRFE(J,k)*I it, quigments inducted by repari facilities
0o 1eve11 K as above.

NRFL(I,K)*I yr.. quipments, i, inducted by repair
facil ties. K as above.

NFRT(K)* I Total rve ,Ljipments i2ducted for repair.
K as a ove

NRRT* I Total nr. items turned in to repair facility.

NRSHPS I Total nr. of ships in simulation.

NSHIP(i,j)*I Jr. of shipments from i to J.

NSPT* I Total nr. of shipments during mission.

NT! I Nr. of equipment types being simulated.

NUNSS(i) I Ship (subsystem) nr. of ship i.

ONHND(i,J)I On-hand uantity of equipment type J,
at activity 3..

OQICP I System stock deficiency at ICP.

OQREQ(i) I Stock deficiencies at IP stock points.

OR&CT(i) I SSN of ordering activity, requisition i.

ORDER(i) I Order quantity for stozk at ICP stock points.

ORDQT(i) I Order quantity on rejuisition.i.

OST__ R (See below).

OTIME R CTIEE of last call to MULTE.

PLT R Prccurement lead time.

QTYD I Quantity due.

RELSS(i) R Average 9guipment reliability for ship, per mission.

REDRD(i,j)I Reorder level for activity i, equipment j.

REQN I Yr. of requisitions currently in system.

RESON(i) I -1 - end use; =2 - stock, for requisition i.

RORD I Quantity to be repaired.

RP I Issuing repair facility.

BPAIR(i) I For equipment i, : I- repairable equmen:t
=2 consumable equa sent

STINE R Repair t: me.
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SHIPR I Shipping activities address.

SHPR1 I Shippinq activities address.

SHPR I N of activit whose stock die-in is
verte to i end use requirement.

SHLOC I Ship location (see beolw).

SRT R Supply response tine.

SRTi R Temp holding variable for SRT.

SS&DT R Ship's continuous allowable downtime.

SSM I Activity idantificatioa nmuber (see below).

SSRT R ~~psupl rsps time (t .s reaqui~ed t
rituf own Z~ Ids~e rou shi.ptoar dstock).

ST R Shipping time.

SUHXD(i,J)R Cuent on.hand inveitory level for
equipaenJ i, at echelon 1-

T R Due-in time plus OST.

TO I Level of reiuisitionin; activity.

TOAVA R Summation of shipboard availabilities.

TOrREL R Summation of shipboard reliabilities.

TP11 R Time per mission.

TASN R Real value for total nr. of missions.

UPlSS(i) R Total system uptime for ship i.

XCUMSS(i)R Total number of successful missions for ship i.

XD(i,j) R Initifl inventory investment for equipment
type -, at 3-helon i.

XT(i) R Initial inventory investment at echelon i.

XG R Initial inventory investment.

* Indicates that when thLs variable is preceeded by an 'A',
it represents an average value based on the total nr.
of missions r,u.

The configuration requirqments of TIGER, require each
subsystem (ship) be assigned a unique number. BULTE will
require that ship's on the West Coast be assigned numbers

870-884, and those on the last Zoist 885-899. & corre-

sponding SS (1-30) will be assigied interally to each

ship. SSN's 31-38 are assigned to each of the other activi-

ties in the supply network.
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Each ship is assigned a ship locition based on its coast

and the requisition chinaels assigned by IRC. The ship's

location will determine which order and shipping tim is to

be used. There are three order and shipping time variables.

OSTSR(i) From ship location i, to repair fa=ility

en corresponding coast.

OSTM(i) From manufacturer to location i.

OS1'(i,J,k) Prom coast i, echelon k, to location j.
kwhere, 2 = - Depot
k= 3 - Center
k 4 L - Manufacturer

Table TV displays the vari3us designators assigned to activ-
ities in MULTE.

?kBLB IV
Activity Designators

Designator

Activity ISEIP SSN DESTN LEVEL ECHELONI

West coast ships 870-884 1-15 1-3 1
East coast ships 885-899 16-33 4-6 1
I LSF:

West - 31 7 2 1
East - 32 8 2 1

Depot (West) - 33 9 3 2

Suipli centers:asr 31 10 3
WesFt -35 11 '4 3

Re ai facility: - 36 - -

West - 37 13 - -
Manufacturer - 38 1 - -
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IE!ROR/NULTZ PROCESS FLOW CHIRT

The process flow charts which f: llow are provided as an

aid to the potential user in understanding how the multi-

echelon supply system has been modelesd. A similar flow

chart for the TIGER porti*on of METEOR can be found in the

TIGER Manual (page k3).
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Flowchart: MULTE Initialization
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Flowchart: Ship Issue and Reorder Process
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Flowchart: MLSF Issue and Reorder Process
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Flowchart: Depot and Supply Center Issue Process
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Flowchart: 1CP Redistribut.4.on and Reorder Process
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Flowchart: ICP Repair and Procurement Process
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APPENDIX E

MIJPLE METEOR OUTPUT

(Event Driven Output)

lihulct~vui'"'"c" TYPE l"AZ 'a AT TIRE 749

11NC USE MrUMMEENT FILLED BY SSN 14. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIVE ISS 32.
ORDERS POP STCCX WERE GENISATEC 63 FCLLCWSJ

ISISITICHOVISSMS DUE-IN AT TIRE ISSUED FSGN(SSNs

16 TIC 5

JIjbIr IClfNE?%l~l CTN SUPJZV"j £ I T TIM Ic.

INC USE REQUIREMENT FILLIC BY SIN 35. SUPPLY RESlS TIP& IS, 624.

GROINS POft STCCC WERE GINERATIC AS FCLLOWSI

R1OUISITICNORIS3NI OUl-IN AT T101 ISSUED FPCHISS"I

33 4folS

6AT TIME 141s
RIlbIuVCINlF~l~ml LCWYlp A4up ~ TI"W NS

INC US! RECUIRINeNT FILLED 'I SIN 34. SUPPL.Y RESPONSE Tips ISs 624.

NO OWNVS PC$ STOCK RESULTED FPCM THIS5 ISSUE.

FAIECF EUIPSjKT TYPI S? CN SHIP a6 AY TING U
RLE C TN 14. r'LL CWT Ui SUPLA IL HSI

INC USE RIOUIPIPENT, FILLED 4V SIN4 35. SUPVLV RESPONSE TtIE IS: 923.

NO0 ORDERS pep SIOCA RPSULTED Foe" T1411 ISSUE.

Lj1bCCjNEUIPIT CTYPE 2 PCN SHIP It AT TIME 3149
FUM SU VLN ACTKCI.NS

END USE REOVIPEPSNT FILLED *'Y SSN 16. SUPPLV RESPONSE TIPE is% 12.
0ROINS FOR STCCK WERE GENERATEC AS FCLLCWS2

RIGUtSITIONOR(SSN) DUE-IN AT TIME ISSUED FXOMISSNI

II If

FILURI Of EOUIPwEhT TYP( SI C SHIP I AT TIME 370.
R SULT 0 IN THE FCLLCWtP~ SUP YL ACTIONS&

INC USE RIGUIRE14ENT FILLED BY SIN4 1. SUPPLV RESPONSE ThuINE M 12.

GOINS FOR STCCK WERE GENERATED AS PCLLCWSs
REOUSTICKORtSSNI DUN-IN AT TIME ISSUED FFON(SSNI

6 CMS~iP I AT TIME 357,
I LLCWIA T%0N31

PNO USE REGUMIUNNT FILLED BY SSN I. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIPEIS 138 12

COWS3 PON SICCX WERI 6ENERATEC AS FCILLOWSs
REOUISSIONISSM) DUE-IN A? TIME ISSUED FPON(SSNI

6 23 33.
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Sample Summary Output

DATA SUMHAPY: HLLTI-tCI-!LCN SUPPLY SYSTEM
ISA11L ATE1104IC SON AVi *E1h 0 k a TI1 ;ftLL1144SI

AT Isic A ivia INuKI PP "f 01aM

to PPOCUREIIT COSTS
ICFILC'4 SURMARY

SKIPPED F*C"M 145 TCs SHIPS 53.55 DEPOT SUPPLY CENTERS
MI.PROCP !TS

a:P IT RJccUAAO 1:1 1:1
ECLIPPtNT SUMMARY

.nURIVINTS 3.4 3!. 8! 8!1 ', 4 10 1

Its PEPPIN COSTS

UCIELCS SU"UAPV
INIPPEC OR REPAIR PACtLITY TC: SHIPS MI.SP GICd SUPPLY CENTERS

GUPO SUMPAPY

Is,..~ nv ?15 Mcs*:; 13. 1 !. 8!. 3 8 :8 s 8:8 1:1 8:8 8:8
MR.e 11155 RETURNEC BY SHIPS TC RPMP FACILITIESs 2.4

MR. REPPIMASLE CARCASSES LCST 0161 TC AITRITIONA C.1

fit. Tob"SOORTATIC4 CflSys (No. U4IPPERTSI

CESINSICHACTIVITY

112SIMATIONS 1-6 P 10,5MW LOCATI1jNS) C* *

5 ENE-P 13 . .0 C9 C0 a@ 1:? 0.0 2.; 0.C 00 0.0Cf 9EP- 51 3. P0 1: 10 ~ :~000: 8

RE .1
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Sample Sw.imary Output

Iv. !NtvUTcov CCSTS

INITIAL INVINICKt V INVESTMENT

EWIJLOI8 SHIPS NLSU K6PCT CE PES

I SI:1 2@@:4 a~ :
TTL2 264.0 264.Co 725O.Co 23546.00

TOAL14VISIPINTS t3296.CO

AVERAGE ON-H4ANC INVENTORY CCLLAR VALUE

SHIPS MLSF OIEPCT CENTERS
.73 44.5 0.0 364.89

6.16

TOTALS 14.6 41.6 47 0.21 114.

TOTAL INVISI14ENT: 35172.94

W. 01PARC h!S'TO*V (TOTAL10IS/M
I5 "FLck SHIPS PLSF DEPOT CENTERS TOTAL
1Q 1 1 4EN 1 0./0.0O 3.4,1):1/C.11 1.6/0.0/5.41 1.81 .CO. C.2/31/1.6

O.~~~~~2 M-/O2 /0 / .i./0 .6.C/8.

IOA a a .9/O.C/? I ,G C.VCC . ./C.L/1. 0 .70 /0 4.
TTL 14.6/ 3 .3/ i.6 W./ M.6 9.5"10./18:4, 7.4 ./b 2.S/ 1.8

GRANO TOTALI S9.41 6.6/ 22.3

HARDWARE SYSTEM PfPF1VPPANC1 SUPPORY

2INEI USE ACTIVITTS 4tAE ctfOULATEa IN A PISSION OF DURATICN 1000.
10 IPLASONSSICNS WIPE RUN-

THE POLLcWING STATISTICS PEPRIESEhI AVERAGES PER MISSION. PER PNlE US! ACTIVITY

to SYS7EP RELMAILITY fPPCI CF SUCCESSFUL MISStON)
o 0.0

to SYSTEP AVAILABILITY (0000 SYSTEM OPIATIONAL AT AN ARBITRARY TINE)
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METIOR PUOGlR LISTIIIG

The program listing which follaws, includes portions of

the TIGER simulation and the complate multi-echeion spply
pragram listing. Only the TIGER main program, .nd those

subprograms changed as a cesult of 3EIEOR, a-e p.-esented.

The major changes to TIGER are as follows when -,Ie multi-

echelon supply option is in effect:

a) Deletion of the TIGER logistizs system and associated

input paramenters in subroutines TTE and PACK respec-

t! vel y.
b) Call statement to subroutine HULTE in TIGER subroutine

TTE.

c) Call statement to subroutine MSTAT (sapply system

statistical summary) ,in rIGER main progrm.

d) Additional read statements foc supply system perame-

ters in TIGER main pcogran.

e) Compul.ation of equipment relate-d perf rma.c. me..sures

in TIGER main program and subr~utire RUN.
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